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Round of Introduction

u Discuss in group of two what is your worst experience you ever had as:
u Client/Customer

u Consultant/Advisor

u In short, what can you highlight from that experience?
u What is your expectation for today?
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Client vs Customer

u What is a Customer?
u Strictly defined, a customer/consumer is someone who buys goods or services from a store or

business. 

u What is a Client?
u The word "client" can also mean "customer," but it has a separate definition as someone who receives 

professional services.
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Franklin D. Roosevelt quote  

“A smooth sea never made a skilled sailor”.
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7How to define all stakeholders

Relationship

Patient 2Patient 1



How to define all stakeholders

PatientDoctor Pharmacist

Relationship
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How to define all stakeholders

PatientDoctor Pharmacist

Relationship
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How to define all stakeholders

PatientChemist Pharmacist

New disease?

Consideration Factors
• Cost
• Time
• Complexity

Can a Pharmacist be a Chemist? 
Or

Can a Chemist be a Pharmacist?
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Conclusion

There is mainly 3 type of stakeholders in 
this relationship.
u “CLIENT”
u “PHARMACIST”
u “DOCTOR”
Or
u “CLIENT”
u “CONSULTANT”
u “ADVISOR”

Who are you?
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The Client

Mr Problems
Budgets

Project 
Delivery

Human 
Resources Skills

Training

Or 
WHAT?

In-House
Or 

Outsource?

PLEASE
CALL SOMEONE!!!!!!!!
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Client Expectation

“The first step in exceeding your CLIENT’S expectations is to 
know those expectations.” – Roy Hollister Williams

Let’s see if we can meet your expectation today.

My expectation is to share my experience I have 
accumulated during my journey with you.
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Client Expectation Definition

What is Client Expectation?
Client expectations refers to the PERCEIVED VALUE OR BENEFITS that the client 
seek when procuring a professional service. They are the result of the ‘LEARNING’ 
process and can be formed very quickly because even first impressions matter a lot. 
Once established, these expectations can hold significant influence in decision-
making processes and can be very hard to change.

The value or benefits could be tangible or intangible.
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Perceived Value or Benefit 

Scenario
Your company has been appointed by Company X, to assist with the formulation of a new ITS 
Business Strategy and Operational Plan. You are selected as the Project Manager for the project and 
you have no previous experience of the Company or the Company’s assigned Engagement Director.  
The Engagement Director is the key contact from Company X.
Discuss between your groups the following:
1. What would you as the Engagement Director perceive as the main value you expect; and
2. What approach will you follow as the Project Manager when you have the first meeting with the 

Director?
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First Impression

u The Client normally expect that well-known brands like the previously known “Big 5” consulting 
firms are higher quality and qualified, and thus evaluate their performance higher than that of an 
identical smaller Consulting firm from a little-known brand, i.e. Joe Soap Strategic Advisors.

u The uninformed Client normally has an expectation based on the outcome of the evaluation, that 
Company X can resolve all the problems with a flick of a switch, and Joe Soap Strategic Advisors 
has a crystal ball to see into the future.

Budget 
Spend

Tender 
Spec
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Preparation Work

Before the Client and the Project Manager can engage on a project, both representatives should do 
some homework before any meeting.  What homework is required?
Client
1. The Client must has a 100% clear understanding of what the scope of work consist of.  The Client 

cannot expect to learn from the first conversation what the scope of work entails.
2. The Client should lead the discussion with a clear mind on what the goals and objectives of the 

projects are, who will be involved from the Client side, and what the expected outcome should be 
at what time – the Client must be able to visualise the project, with no grey areas.

3. If the Client was not involved during the Bid Specification process, and had access to a limited 
amount of information, it is the Engagement Director’s responsibility to informed the Service 
Provider in advance and/or a skilled and competent employee must be present during the 
meetings to assist and advice the Engagement Director on the  what, the how and the who.
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What, How and Why Model 18



Preparation Work

Before the Client and the Project Manager can engage on a project, both representatives should do 
some homework before any meeting.  What homework is required?
Service Provider
1. The Service Provider must has a clear understanding of the “What”, the “How” and the “Why” of 

the project.
2. The Project Manager should be studying all the necessary documentation and has a full 

understanding of the scope of work.
3. During the first meeting (project initiation meeting), it should not be expected that the Client will 

provide a detailed overview of the project as defined in the submitted proposal, but rather focus 
on the engagement plan, risk management plan, and how soon the service provider can provide 
the necessary set of documents for approval and sign-off. The scope of work must be in writing –
this is the most important part of the project and if miscommunicated could lead to scope creep.
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Preparation Work

The Client expects that the Service Provider has already started with a process to identify the 
following:
1. The Service Provider must has a high level overview or profile of the Engagement Director and the 
team which include the skills, competencies, and level of expertise on the subject mater to make it 
easier to understand with what type of people they will work with. Use social media platforms to 
research the team members.
2. Understand the strong points and development areas of the Client’s team, to ensure that the 
Client’s expectation on what value the service provider will create or provide during the engagement 
of the project.
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Defining the Scope of Work

The following points are key guidelines that should be followed to limit frustrations for the Client:
1. Work with facts. Never assume or make assumptions on what the Client expects. All decisions 

should be based on factual information.
2. If you are uncertain, and do not have the necessary time to clarify the requirements, rather create 

scenarios.  Substantiate your different scenarios with logical though process on how you have 
arrived towards the outcome.

3. Limit the scope of work to the project and do not try to include “out of scope” work into the 
contract, rather request that a separate proposal be provided the Client to show the additional 
value the additional work will contribute to the Company if selected.  This will create an 
environment where more trust is build between the Client and the Service Provider.  Client’s do 
not favour “Scope Creep”.

4. Make sure a very good communication channel is established to minimise any risk of conveying 
the wrong information to the Client.  Follow the KISS principle – keep it short and simple.
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“Assumptions are the termites of relationships.”
Henry Winkler

The human brain loves to categorize things — it’s how we make sense of our 
world on a daily basis. This has a lot to do with why we are so quick to make 
assumptions. Our brains need to understand why people say what they say 
by filling in the blanks. The breakdown happens when our assumptions are 
flat wrong; it’s dangerous to believe you know everything about your Client 

and vice versa. When you communicate with your Client, do so as clearly as 
possible with an open mind (and open ears). Listening is one of the greatest 

tools to combat assumptions.
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Client Expectation

The Client expect that the Service Provider:
u Must have the necessary capabilities to create insight to the project and add value to the project.
u When providing advise, it must be based on previous experience, results or failures. Therefore it is 

very important that a detailed risk plan be developed and updated regularly with a dashboard that 
is visible to the project team.

u Use the correct tools for the correct results.  E.g. Using a drawing program to develop process 
modelling.

u Be able to simplify the problems identified and have the correct approach in resolving the 
problems.  Always have solution for a problem ready with more than one alternative if there is a 
problem to implement that preferred solution.

u To be professional at all times. Don’t expect favours – be on time when specific deadlines are set 
for deliverables or submissions.
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“Remember, always give your best. Never get discouraged. Never be 
petty. Always remember, others may hate you. But those who hate you 

don't win unless you hate them. And then you destroy yourself”. 
Richard M. Nixon

“Don’t try to tell the customer what he wants. If you want to be smart, be 
smart in the shower. Then get out, go to work, and serve the customer!” 

-Gene Buckley
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Case Study 1.

The following case study is based on a project which started in 2013.
1. A tender was issued in 2013 and awarded to a small BEE consulting firm.
2. The firm successfully completed the project and delivered to the Client two sets of documents, 

which will enable the Client to issue a tender for the services as defined in the documentation.
3. The project went dormant, and was reinstated in 2016.  The tender was issued and two of the 3 

areas as stated in the tender specification was award to two separate companies. The project is 
still in the initiation phase.

4. In 2017, the consulting firm engaged again with the Client and presented a full solution to the 
Client.

5. Late 2017 a global service provider engaged with the client and identified the original opportunity 
that was defined in 2013. They received all the information from the client and proposed a full end 
to end solution as per the documentation. 
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Case Study 1.

6. When the global partner presented to the Client in the beginning of 2018, the Client informed the 
Service Provider that the focus area of the proposal was incorrect and expected more 
functionality and features of a more advanced solution.  The Client (uncertain on what he actually 
require) then indicated that the previous consulting firm has presented to the Client in 2017, and 
that’s what the client is actually looking for, not that as per the documentation that was submitted 
to the Service Provider previously.

7. A new set of documents were prepared and presented to the Client in May 2018.
8. The Client was satisfied with the presentation and proposal, but????

What is the outcome? Who is wrong, the Client or the Service Provider? OR Both?
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Case Study 2.

A local government entity appointed a small consulting firm to perform the function of a Project 
Management Unit (PMU).  The experience of the consulting firm was limited to a specific speciality 
area which cover less than 30% of the total scope of the project. The rest of the work in the PMU was 
outsourced to few other small consulting firms with specific speciality areas.
The principle consulting firm did not had the capacity to review and advice on all the work performed 
by the PMU, therefore the quality of the work performed by the sub-contractors could not be verified. 
Additional sub-contractors were required and sourced to assist with certain specialised areas.
Due to limited skills and experience with the local government on areas such as ITS, makes it very 
difficult to contest the content and quality of the work delivered to the client.  Therefore the client has 
to accept the work or request another 3rd party to review the work.
What advice would you give to the owner of such a project? Is it justifiable that the Service Provider 
contract additional skills to fill the gaps? Or was that a wrong appointment? Who is to blame? SCM 
processes, or lack of skills or external pressures?
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Advice to the Consultant/Advisor

u Always have a library of best practise principles and case studies available.
u Ensure that the risk plan is linked to the project and delivery plan with a full proof mitigation plan.
u Don’t overstate your commitment and solution and under deliver on the project – it will harm your 

reputation in the industry.
u Make sure you can comply to all the requirements in the scope of work before taking on the 

project or decide to respond to the Request for Proposal (RFP).
u Never embarrass the Client in front of his employees or colleagues.  Rather wait for an appropriate 

time to help address any misunderstanding.
u Always ensure that the Client has the latest information on the project.  Document all 

correspondence and provide an comprehensive monthly report which include all relevant 
communication between the Client and Service Provider.

u Never under estimate the Client, never under quote or scope the work with the intention to get the 
work and get variance orders for the work not quoted for.
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“There is only one boss. The Client. And he can fire everybody in the company from the chairman on 
down, simply by spending his money somewhere else.” 

Sam Walton

What I have always liked about this quote is that no matter how big of an organization someone has, 
everyone lives by this rule. It is the great equalizer, and the law that can humble any human being, no 

matter how protected they think they are on their perch. 
Take Blackberry for example. They went from controlling half the world’s smartphone market to being 
rendered completely irrelevant, and from a profit of almost $2 billion to a $5.8 billion deficit, all within 
five years. The fascinating beginning to this downfall occurred 24 hours after Steve Jobs unveiled the 

first iPhone, when the CEO of Blackberry famously stated “It’s OK, we’ll be fine.”
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“Never say no when a client asks for something, even if it is the moon. You 
can always try, and anyhow there is plenty of time afterwards to explain that it 

was not possible”. 
Richard M. Nixon

BUT

Nothing is impossible, the word itself says 'I'm possible'! 
Audrey Hepburn
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Conclusion

u It is a partnership between the Client and the Consultant.
u The Consultant must manage the Client’s expectations professionally.
u When a Client expect favours, always think about the consequences when you do it.
u Never allow that emotions damage relationships or professionalism or work ethic.
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